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decrease in the population of valley quail on the Madras

area. The die-off, believed to be due to starvation and

intolerance of cold temperatures, was so intense that a

cciitparatiwely small breeding population was left in the

spring of 1950, and personnel of the research unit began

a study on the valley quail. James A. Mohr, graduate

research assistant, conducted a roosting study on the

quail fox' the period of 1951-1952. His report is in the

process of preparation. The investigation which this

thesis represents wa begun in the summer of 1952 and

ended in the fall of 195. The purpose of this particu-

lar study was to conduct an ecological study and to

record observations which might later be an aid in

management of the valley quail.

Unfortunately, the short period of fifteen months

Description of the Bird

The valley quail, Lophortyx californica californica

(Shaw), is one of Oregon's finest game birds, and to many



mainly distinguished by slight color variations and

geographical range. Hence it is desirable to consult a

qualified ornithologist for proper identification. On

the basis of the many skins collected and examined by

.)r. tan1ey 0, Jewett2 and according to Phillips (43,

p.21), it is probable that only the subspecies

californica is resident in CentralOregon. Some trapped

quail appeared somewhat iarker than others, but this may

have been only a color-range variation since it is ltkSll

that crossbreeding would have eliminated subspecies

characteristics by this time.

2. Regional Biologistqf the Biological Survey.
Interview October 1, l9.



Figure 1. A male and female valley quail, californica californica
(Shaw). (Bird.3 in glass encicsure.)



Introductions of the Valiy il Oregpn

Wide-spread introductions, incomplete records, and

apparent mislabeling of scientific specimens have made

the original distribution and range of the valley quail

obscure. Present day authorities do agree, however, that

the original Oregon range of the valley quail included at

least the non-coastal portions of the Rogue River Valley

and the Klamath River drainage.

J. S. Newberry, on the basis of two specimens in

185?, listed Lophortyx cailfornica as being indigenous

to the Willamette Valley of Oregon. Contemporary

ornithologists bad no basis for doubting the validity of

the range as listed by Dr. Newberry and therefore

included that area when writing of the distribution of

the quail. Thus the situation became quite confused

(38, p.93).

Gabrielson and Jewett (16, p.222), however', examined

the one remaining specimen from Newberz'y's collection in

the National Museum and found it to be the California

subspecies Lophortyx eai.ifornica brunnescons Rldgway.

It is therefore their opinion that the specimen was

actually a.mislabeled skin from a coastal area of'

Calif ornla, especially since no later collections have

revealed the subspecies brunneacens from the Willemette

Valley. In fact, only one authentic specimen, as tar as
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kiU. round by Dr. Jewett (28, p.36) in Coos County.

When the transportation problem is cone idered along

with the adverse conditions and the lack of adequate

supplies incurred by those who conducted the early

expeditions into Oregon, it seems quite possible that

specimens might have been mislabeled or deranged. The

situation is unfortunate, but it detracts little from the

excellent contributions to science that these men made.

Early Willamette Valley Introductions

Transplanting in the Willaette Valley probably

started about 1870 (16, p.222), az was carried on by

private individuals, sportsmen's groups, and the Oregon

Fish and (lame Commission. By 1887, the valley quail had

been transplanted to Northern Douglas County (2, p.14),

and probably other areas as well.

Private game farms were not at all uncommon at the



become active in the transplanting of the valley quail,

and in the latter part of that year and in 1913, a total

of 220 valley quail had been liberated in Marion,

Yamhill, Benton, and Lane Counties. These were all

transplanted from Jackson and Josephine Counties in

Southern Oregon. In 1914, a notice was to be found In

the January issue of The Oregon Sportsmen which stated

that the game department was anxious to get in touch

with people who could trap valley quail for Introductory

purposes (12, pp.l0ll). In 1914, the game conmIsaion

liberated valley quail in Benton, Clackae, Clatsop,

Coos, Lane, Lincoln, Marion, Multnomah, and Tillamook

Counties (13, pp.16-I?).

Early Eastern Oregon Introductions

The early &ntroduction records of the valley quail

In Central and Eastern Oregon are few in number. It

therefore seems desirable to list the collection dates

of Individuals who did not find valley quail. These,

when supplemented with actual planting records, will

help determine a more accurate time of Introduction.

Only four skins of bor californI ca1ifornic

(Shaw), taken from Central Oregon prior to 1914, are to

be found In the United States National Museum. These
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were all taken at Fort Kiamath in 1882 and 1883.

The distribution of the valley quail east of the

Cascade Mountains, according to Bendire in 1892 (3, p.28)

did not to his knowledge extend north of Fort Klamatb.

lie did not list the valley quail as occurring at Camp

Harney in South Central Oregon or at Wails Walls, Wash-

ington. L. L Miller (35, pp.100-106) dId not Include

the quail for the John Day area. During May and June of

1889, thirteen days were spent coi1ectIng It seems

reasonable to assume that If the valley quail had been

present in that area at that time, whistling males would

have been seen or heard.

It Is apparent that the quail was Introduced Into

North Central Oregon around the turn of the century for

the late Dr. William L. Finley of the Oregon Fish and

Game Commission made the following observation:

"While on a trip through Wasco County in 1908,
I heard a quail call and recognized the note
of the mountain quail. I crept up closer to
where I could get a view of the bi'd and found
it was a California or valley quail." (14, p.?)

The initIal liberation east of the Cascade range was

possibly the efforts of a private individual because no

records have been found which would indicate otherwise.

3. Dr. Waldo L. Schmitt, Head Curator, Department of
Zoology, Smithsonian Institution, United States National
Museum. Letter November 6, 1953.



Silvies River near Burns, and throughout that section of

the state (41, p.149), Acóording to Jewett, the valley

quail was planted in Wallowa County in 1912 (15, p.558).

Finley (13, p.1'?) records the planting of two birds in

Umatilla County in 1912 or 1913. Alex Walker (8?, pp.

l3l14O) spent considerable time in 1913, 1914, and 1915,

collecting in North Central Oregon. He mentions that

the valley qua1 was Common at that time in the canyona

and on the slopes near the mouth of the Desebutes River,

and at Bakeoven Creek near Maupin4. Xt is important to

note that although Walker and Jew,tt made representative

collections at Gateway, Eayoreek, and the Warm Springs

Agency, they did not see any valley quail at these

locations, The above collection sites are noted because

they border the area with which this thesis is concerned.

Had the quail been present in the Madras area, they would

have been expected to occur in these locations where

conditions wore optimum. It is significant to note, then,

that the Oregon Fish and, Game Commission on March 7, 1914,

liberated 12 valley quail at the Baldwin Sheep Company

at Hay Creek in what was then a part of Crook County, but

4. Curator of the Pioneer 4useum, Tillamook, Oregon.



has since become a part of Jefferson County. Othe?

Eastern Oregon plantings listed in 1914 include Hood

River, iimatilla, Union, and Wallows Counties (1, p.16).

The quail re from wild stock trapped by the Fish and

Game Cornidssion in Jackson County, Oregon (49, p.14).

Dr. Jewett has records bicb mention valley quail at Hay

Creek for the years 1916, 191?, and 1918. His notes

state that the birds were ooimon in l9i7. It is

believed that these quail were the initial stock which

later spread to adjacent areas and populated the canyons

and slopes around the Madras project.

Description of the Area

The Madras region of Central Oregon, the principal

fazing area of Jefferson County, is round in a semi-arid

section which lies in the rain shadow of the Cascade

Mountains. adras, the county seat, lies in the center

5. Jawett op. cit.



Geologically, the parent material of the soil is

derived from The Dalles formation which according to

Hedge (25, p.23) is of variable composition and is

composed of lava flows and water-spread materials. In

geologic time, the lava flows blocked the drainage of

the Deachutes and Crooked River Valleys and produced many

of the lakes of South Central Oregon. These blocked

valleys have an alluvial fill which is now favored as

farm land. The principal rivers have cut through the

old lava flows and have re-established maificent

canyons. The action of wind and water has acted slowly

on the erosion resistant lava thus forming rim rocks. In

some cases, sheer cliffs of nearly 1000 feet drop down to

the Desohutee River. The less spectacular areas are

talus covered below rims of igneous rock material. These

areas are useless for any form of agriculture except

limited grazing. The U. S. Department of Agriculture has

classified the soils of the adras area into 55 types and

phases (45, p.13).

The vegetation of the area is primarily a bunch-
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juniper, rus occidentalla Nuttall. The principal

graeaee are bluebwich wheatgraes, ropyronfpioatum

(Pur'ah) Scribner and Smith; cheatgraea, Iromua teotorum

Linnaeue; and Poa secunda Preel. The principal ehrubs

are bitterbz'uah, Purehia tridentata (Pursh) DeCondolle;

squaw currant, Ribes cereum Douglas; sagebrush, Artemisia

tridentata Nuttall; and rabbitbrusb, Chrysothaienus

viecidiflorus (Hooker) Nuttall arid 2. nauseosue (Pailas)

Britton. In a few areas, grazing and poor land use has

only salatXon of the palatable plant species,

under irrigation by the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation arid

The lower ends of the main canal and tts laterals



lnvar'lably spill into canyon tributaries of the Deschutes

River which are called wasteways. These side canyons are

eecription of Covey Habitat

The majority of the coveys could be found in
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up around It furnished food fox' the quail. Rooetin

cover was available in the form of western juniper trees,

but the covey range did not include tilled soil.

Covey 3 was also in Dry Canyon one mile above

covey 2 and one and onefourth miles above covey 1. The

habitat of the area consisted of native and Introduced

vegetation which had not been grazed for a number of

years, except for one corner which was heavily overgrazed.

Abandoned farm land provided volunteer wheat for

additional food. A pOtato field was near by, and waste-

water was continually available. Juniper trees furnished

roosting cover.

Covey 4 was located in an elevated situation locally



A general survey of the five covey environments

would conceivably lead one to expect certain things to

be true about the populations and health of the birds

contained within them. For example, a nutritional

deficiency might be expected for covey 5 which appeared

to have a food competition problem, while covey 1 would

be expected to have a nutritional advantage over the

other coveys because in addition to having an adequate

supply of seed material, legumes furnished a continual

source of nutritious green vegetation. Coveys 2 and 3

were expected to be about equal since each had similar

types and quantities of food available. Covey 4 wa8

expected to be somewhat lower in health than 2 and 3

because of its dry habitat which dd not peit the

growth of ample green vegetation. Differences might be

expected in coveys 4 and 5 because no water was available

as compared with coveys 1, 2, and 3 which had water

present at all times. The covey habitats were listed in

order of their expected potentialities. Number 1 was

expected to be excellent, while number 5 was expected to

be poor. (See page 59)

METhODS AND PROCEDUEES

In making this study, several methods and procedures

were used in order to gather data on the ecology of the



program was carried out. The latter operation providd

data regarding bird weights, parasites, and distribution.

From time to time when valley quail road kills were

found, their crops were saved for food habit studies, and

when posable, the skins were preserved. A number of the

methods used are described below, but in order to preclude

repetition and maintain brevity, some of the procedures

are described under separate sections.



a lesser amount of bias and error than might occur if

sight records arid random sampling techniques were used.

When blood samples were taken, however, sixteen coveys

from diversified regions of the Madras project were

sampled because it was believed that It a blood parasIte

occurred, it might be present only in certain coveys or

regions of the study area. If all of the investigations

were carried out on only five groups, parasites might

easily be missed.

The traps used were constructed In a manner sImilar

to the standard quail trap described by . L. Stoddard

(52, pp.442443) with minor modifications which were

necessary in order to employ wire and teriala that were

at hand. Clover screenings, which were furnished by the

local seed companies, were used for bait to attract quail

to the traps. The screenings were mainly composed of

ladino clover, wheat, rye, cheatgrass, old witch grass,

and small quantities of various weed seeds. Each trapped

valley quail was weighed In the field to the nearest gram

on a doublebeam balance. Each quail was then identified

by means or an aluminum leg band obtained from the Oregon

State Game Commission. Colored, triangular, plastic tags

were fastened between the wings of the birds with the use

of nickle-plated. safety pins in a manner devised by James

A. Mohr, the previous graduate research assistant. Birds

which were randomly trapped for blood samples were banded



but were not tagged because tag color combinations were

limited. Indiscriminate tagging might have resulted only

in confusion, Slides were made from blood obtained by

pri'ckthg one of th. wing weins with a sharp knife. Th.

slides were then recorded and placd in slide boxes for

storage. Later they were stained with Giesma stain and

were examined by poultry pathologists of the Oregon State

College Veterinary Medicine Department.

In order to facilitate easy handling, a wool sock



As was mentioned, each trapped quail was tagged with

a plastic triangular marker whiob was placed between the

wings and was fastened to the skin in the thoracic region

by means of a number 0, nickle-piated safety pin. The

tags were three-fourths of an inch across the top and

two inches in length.

Three colors of plastic pennants were used, namely:

white, yellow, and red.. These were attached to the

safety pins merely by perforating each side or the base

of the plastic triangle and passing the point and coil of

an unfastened safety pin through the two openings. The

colored tag was in this way securely fastened between the

coil and the head of the pin, and thus could be fastened

with lIttle effort.

The bird was placed Into the holding sock in such a

way that its back was exposed through the "instep"

opening. The feathers on the back were then lIfted and

the point of the safety pin was passed under approxi-

mately one-half inch of skin and was fastened. Care was

taken riot to pierce any of the back uiusclea. When the

bird was released, the colored pennait :aa readily

discernible. Later when birds were flushed In the field,

it was often possible to recognize a tagged bird that was

over fifty yards away, depending upon the amount of light
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and the tag color. From these tagging operations, It was

hoped that winter and s,rIng movement could be determined

by observing the birds as they moved to new areas.

Several complications developed that Influenced the

effectiveness of this tag4ng method. The first notice-

able weakness In the tagging system was that the red tags

could not always be seen on dark days, and even on sunny

days their visibility was much less than the lihter

colors of yellow and white, The second detect was that

from a distance, a yellow tag might be confused with a

white tag or the converse might be true The third and

most discouraging fault of the program was that many tags

failed to remain on the birds. Of the 76 birds retrapped,

18.42 per cent lost their tags at variable times. Some

birds lost their markers in less than one week, possibly

because they were improperly applied, while a small

number of others retained their pennants over a year.

When quail vere re-trapped, It was noticed that many

of the back markers had become loosened. This was

probably caused by the action of the wings. The rapId

wing beat of the quail seemed to create tension whore the

pin had pierced the skin; thus a larger wound was

produced. As the wound healed, the loose skin dried out

and sluffed away releasing the pin.

The loosened tags were not always detectable in the

field even though they remained on the birds. Often,



the tags tended to slide to one side and became obscured

by the qualles feathers. It seems likely that the

tagging method would have been more satisfactory if the

marker had been applied to the base of the cervical

region of the body rather than to the thoracic region

because there is less nuscular movement there. An even

better method might be the use of the wing band as used

in Oklahoma on bobwhite quail by VIut (60, p.?).

10 undesirable effects to the birds could be

attributed to this tagIng method. However, one

retrapped female quaIl, which bad lost her tag, had

developed white feathers at the site of the attachment.

It was believed that Injury had caused the color change

though possibly dissolved metal from the safety pin may

have been responsible. When this quail was again

released, the white feathers resembled a white plastic

tag and conceivably could have been mistaken for one in

the field. Even though the tagging method was not

entirely satisfactory, some of the pennants remained on

the birds long enough to provide Information on movement,

which is included further on in this paper.

At the close of the trapping and banding operations

In late February 1953, 186 valley quail from five

separate cove's had been banded, weighed, and tagged.

From these, a total of 18 blood slides were taken. In



addition, blood slides were taken from 99 valley quail

which were trapped from diversified covey groups. These

latter birds were banded but were not tagged with plastic

markers.

Artificial Roosts

area was first initiated by James Mobr, graduate research

a581stant, during the 1951-1952 season. The device

showed such promise as a management tool that additional

ones were built in the 1952-1953 season until a total of

six were constructed. These structures were first

conceived by Ian MeMilian in California in 1947. SInce

that time, they have been used n 'oo parts of CalIfor

nia to provide roosting cover f or quail. A detailed

description of the shelter was published in California by

W. 0. Macgregor in 1950 (31, pp.316-319).

On the Madras area, the roosts were first

constructed to see if they would aid the survival of

valley quail during periods of extremely cold weather.

Investigations during the 1952-1953 season with the

artificial roost consisted of evaluating its influence

on population distribution and its use as an aid in

census work.

On the study area, the roosts were constructed in

covey territories where juniper trees were present.
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Superficially, the roosting trees seemed to be in

sufficient quantity, and a shortage of this type of cover

was not believed to exist; however, the artificial roosts

received use wherever they were constructed. Trees in

these areas received little use except when the birds

were disturbed at the elevated brushpi?es, It appeared

that almost every bird within the covey range was

attracted to these roosts with the exception of a very

few which contInued to use abandoned magpie nests as

roosting sites.

It was definItely believed that the roosts Influenced

valley quail distribution mainly because they all but

eliminated opportunity for night predation and acted as, a

shelter against moisture. Temperature did not seem to be

an influence in the usage of the artificial roosts because

valley quail continued to utilize them even though the

rooste were occasionally located in the coldest parts of

the covey range. For example, the artificial roosts were

for the most part located in canyons which were nozal

coldair drainages. Often the minimum temperatures at the

site of the artificial roosts were 10° F lees than the

minimum temperatures at the top of the canyon rims. If

temperature was a limiting factor, the birds would be

expected to roost in the warmer areas of the range.

One area under observation had a sizeable fall covey
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of quail in 1952, but the territory was deserted during

that winter. it was noted that birds returned to the

area the following spring and again built up a large

covey. An artificial roost was then placed in the area,

and a check during the winter of 195-i954 disclosed that

the bIrds had not left the location. The artificial

roost was receiving heavy usage at that time. Apparently,

the man-made structure was the deciding factor in holding

the birds in the otherwise unsuitable winter range.

As a protective device, the artificial roost seemed

to be excellent, The metal legs acted as a barrier to

all ground predators, and the heavy brushpile afforded

efficient concealment from horned owls. Conceivably, a

sharp-shIn or Cooper's hawk could enter the rocats, but

these raptors hunt during the daylight hours, at which

time the artificial roosts are ordinarily not used.

When the artificial rooste were built, the prInci

pie was followed that to be effective, they must be more

attractive than the existing nocturnal cover; and to be

so, the sore brush piled on them, the better. In order

to obtain high usage of the shelters, they must be main-

tained each year by adding more brush or sa other

medium which the birds can get under and time be

sheltered. To keep from destroying too much diurnal

cover by continuing to out the lower limbs of juniper

trees, such materials as straw and wood paneling were
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Figure 2. A heavily used artificial roost blanketed with winter snow.
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placed on some of the roosts that were receiving usage.

The added meterial did not frighten or eaue the birds

any contusion that could be observed, and the additional

cover in most cases made the entire rOOst acceptable.

The structures which did not have paneling or straw in

the brush pile became somewhat useless after one winter,

when weathering caused the scale-like leaves to tall from

the juniper branches and brush to settle into a smaller

mass. The natural vegetation was then more attractive to

the birds than the artificial roosta.

One case seemed to illustrate the above point. An



Census Methods



flush method is contemplated for future counts, a study

should be made in order to find an acceptable correction

factor so that more accurate estimates might be made for

current populations.

An attempt was made to count birds after the fall

coveys had been formed but before the very large winter

concentrations occurred. This was the period between mid

October nd late Decesr, 1952. At all times, a dog was

used. to aid the finding o2 :': this often did.

not produce any birda to count, Tracks along dusty roads

or trails were usual evidence of quail presence, and at

times they were the only Indications that valley quail

were in particular areas. Dusting sites and an occasional

moulted feather gave further indications of quail

activity. The two latter sina were noted mainly at the

first of the census period. Almost always, if quail sign

was to be found, it was under the large, outsized

sagebrush plants which seemed, to occur near or at the

edges of the plant association,

At the end of the census, 189 coveys of valley quail
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Figure 3. Tracks along a dusty road are often the only indication that
valley quail are present in an area.



birds had been seen. The smallest nuibor of birds

considered to be a covey was 2; the largest was 65.

Small groups of birds flushed in the aane locations wr

counted as one covey. In the area where only 2 birds

were seen, it was definitely believed that more birds

were actually present, though no more were found. The

covey that vas designated as having 65 birds might well

have been larger, but it was not believed to have been

smaller. In all eases where coveys were flushed in the

general census of the area, an endeavor was made to

underestimate the number of birds in order to counteract

the possibility of overestimating. The obvious macour-

acies involved in such a census as described above may

Include such ite.us as faIlure to find a covey; failure

to flush all birds In a covey, or failure to count

accurately all birds flushed. In order to check on the

error Involved In such a censue, certain areas were

counted a second time on successive daya,/and in a few

eases surprising differences in bird numbers resulted.

In one irea, vere no birds were found on the first count,

21 were found, when it was recounted. In another case, a

covey of 5 birds had increased to 10.

Areas around artificial roosts were counted using

the flushing method. The figures obtained were compared

to the number of birds using the roots. In aome caies,



phenomenal differences occurred. A covey of 15 birds,

proved to be 35 when a count as made at an rtificia1

roost. At one time, only 13 birds were f1ushd after an

area was intensively searched. A cheek at a natural

roosting tree that evening proved that 29 birds were

proaent Not all róostin; checks indicated that much

larger populations were present, however. For example,

37 birds were counted at a roost while 32 had been

Counted during the day, No checks at artificial roosts

estimated.

The evidence seemed to support the belief that iany

more birds were present than were actually counted, and

it was believed that less than flit7 per cent of the

authentic number of valley quail were actually recorded.

A total of 8,500 may be a better estlate of the number

of valley quail that were present in the Madras area

during the fall and winter seasons of 1952-1953.

ObservatIons a usage of artificial roasts prompted

between 95 and. 98 per cent accurate because subsequent

counts at the same roost varied only slightly. The birds

often flew to the roosts in groups of lees than ten, and



many chose to walk to the elevated brush ptles and then

fly up in groups of two or three; thus every bird in a

covey of fifty or sixty could be easily counted with

accuracy. }Iowever, if the quail were molested prior to

roosting time, either by man or predator, the entire

covey often flew into the roost at one time. Then one

half of these birds might on occasion decide to drop to

the ground and then fly back to the roost when they were

satisfied that no predator was about. *hen this happened,

the count had to be discarded.

Ordinarily, evening counts wore more satisfactory

than those made in the morning because the birds did not

all arrive at the shelter at the same time in the

evening. in the niorning the birds usually congregated at

the top of the artificial roost. The quail chattered,

scolded, and called until one of the birds, either male

or female, made a venture to the ground. According to

the particular whim of the other quail, they might fly

from the roost in small groups, or they might flush all

at once. When they did the latter, an accurate count

was impossible. In all cases observed, they invariably

flew to the same ground location where the first bird had

flown. Apparently they wore confident that the unmolested

presence of the first bird indicated safety from

predators.



The birds seemed always to fly to the roost just

after the sun had gone down. Usually all bIrds Were

settled In the roost within fifteen to twenty udnutes

after the first bird had entered. During the fall of

1953, concentrations of over 200 valley quail were using

individual artificial roosts, aM email numbers of birds

often arrived at the structure before sunset. Weather

coMitions had little effect upon the artificial roost

census, but very wet weather occasionally caused the

quail to fly Into the roosts in compact groups that were

at times dlfflcult to count.

The use of the artificial roost as a census tool



MOVEMENT AND RANGE OF THE VALLEY QUAIL

Periodic counts at three artificial roosts and the

program of marking valley quail with plastic markers,

provided a certain amount of interesting data on the

movement of valley quail from area to area. In addition

to the movement associated with covey formation and

dispersal, as observed in California by Sumner (5, p.211)

and len ('7, p.l2), a marked tendency for the fall

coveys to band into larger winter concentrations was

observed in Central Oregon. This latter movement was

believed to be in response to inadequate food conditions

and possibly in a few Instances to predation.

About three weeks after the young valley quail

hatched, the first signs of travel from the nesting

territory appeared to occur. Up to this time, good

ground cover had been sufficient for roosting, but when

the young birds began to fly, a search for an off-the-

ground roosting site was made. Quail which had. nested

in cultivated fields no longer found such areas

acceptable, and movement to the tree-covered rim-rock

areas and side canyons that surrounded the tilled land

took place. The inheretit gregariousness of this

species seemed to require that the birds band together

after the broods were hatched; for in early summer, the

roosting coveys appeared to grow periodically until fall,



when the last birds in the inunediate area had joined the

roosting groups. At first the early summer coveys

appeared to break up quite rapidly in the early morning

into one or two family groups which would feed together.

The next evening, one of the broods might roost with

another newly-formed covey. However, as the young birds

began to grow larger, a definite association at feeding

time became increasingly apparent until the entire group

of birds began to feed together in the early morning.

The concentration usually broke up by mid morning and

ordinarily did. not re-assemble until roosting time.

Once the quail had banded into fall flocks, the

birds appeared to be quite sedentary, and were not

observed to venture further than 300 or 400 yards from

the evening roost. No exchange of birds between closely

associated flocks was observed in the fail. The latter

observation compared favorably with data recorded by

len and Price In California, but the fall valley quail

coveys on the study area seemed to utIlize a larger range

area than the 120,000 square yards recorded by Price

(46, p.5 and 7, p.121). The covey limits were not

observed to extend further than one-fourth mile from the

evening roost. For that reason, the ranges compare more

favorably with those sat up for the bobwhite quail in

Iowa by rrIngton and Hameratrom (Ii, p.112).



Definite movement was noted in the months of January

and February, 1953., when observations of tagged birds

were recorded in different covey territories. A total of

tour positive movements of one mile each was recorded at

this season, and three birds were observed to become

associated with nearby ocvey. tther by coincidence or

otherwise, only male birds were observed to make this

movement. In January and February, 1953, the populations

using the artificial roosts were observed to increase

greatly. Valley quail concentrations were seen at this

season in areas near sources of food which had previously

held few birds, and a small number of farmers reported

small coveys feeding in corrals and around hay and straw

stacks,

Wandering froii the home covey range that was

observed in the winter of 1953 took place before sexual

stimulation occurred, and it was believed that a food

shortage was primarily responsible for this movement.

Birds which had. been recorded in heavily grazed sections

in the fall, 1952, were no 1oner to be found in those

areas, but coveys near sources of good food increased in

number in January and February, 1953, when food was

limited.



The primary cause of movement in this case was believed

to have been the presence of three horned owls which took

over the quail roosting trees for their own purposes.

Rarassanent of this covey probably continued until the

quail sought a new roostin.g area,

In late April, 1953, the first enlargement of

reproductive tissue was noted, and paired birds rapidly

began to leave the winter concentrations. Only two

accurate recordings of movement by valley quail were

obtained for this season. The birds involved were mated

at the time they were observed, but it was not known if

they moved before or after matin8. One bird had moved

a distance of one mile and another had moved three-fourths

of a mile. in the same month, quail began to be seen in

areas quite apart from their winter habitat, and movement

of pairs to cultivated, treeless areas was not uncommon.

in the early summer paired birds were seen in many areas

which were beljevód to have been vacant in winter. Some

of the paired birds were seen in waterless areas over two

miles from any known winter population. it was entirely

possible that these birds may not have joined a large

winter concentration, and. therefore, were not previously

noted. For that reason, the birds may not have moved

very far. A possibility also exists that these birds may

have been from an unrecorded winter covey.

J



During the period from April to June, 1953, unmated.

male qtai1 were believed to have moved, widely into many

diversified areas because they were frequently seen

calling from conspicuous places at considerable distances

from where the winter flocks had occurred. A tagged,

unmated male was observed on May 25, 1953, calling in an

area approximately one and one-fourth miles from the area

where it had been trapped the previous winter. The

seasonal movements copare quite closely with those noted

by Emlen in California. Rowever, he recorded natural

movements of up to four miles and also noted that some

unmated males wandered as much as oz mile in a single

day ("F, pp.123,126).

When the broods were batched, valley quail movement

was started on another cycle. Whether nesting birds

retained a homing instinct for their former wintering

areas was a matter for conjecture. It appeared, on the

study area, that the annual treks to certain intsring

areas were a matter of chance. The quail were believed

to move to the closest areas of quail cover. fad several

areas of equal habitat been available, coveys undoubtedly

would have populated all of them.

Periodic counts from December, 1952, to April, 195,

at three artificial roosts in Dry Canyon appeared to

present the pattern of quail movement as it was observed
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on the Madras project. The counts which were obtained

near the first of each month, except for the month of

April wn two counts were taken, are listed in table 1.

Other observations of activity at these man-made roosts

wore not included here because some roosts were not in

operation long enough for good comparisons, in December,

1952, each roost showed a good population of valley quail

in residence, The numbers counted were 45, 40, and 34.

Early February, 1953, counts iicated that movement was

taking place because numbers at two artificial roosta

increased. It was noted in this month that an old

artificial roost was all but vacated because it no longer

furnished adequate shelter. When the old roost was

improved, birds using it increased from 9 to 34 in less

than one month. Early March counts tndicated that a

great deal o movement was taking place because the

roosting coveys greatly enlarged. bere a total of 119

birds had been recorded in December, 1952, for the three

artificial roosts, the March, 1953, counts icated 199

birds. Early April recordings showed some inter-covey

exchange as well as the start of covey breakup. By late

April, 1953, nearly all of the btrds had left the roost

in order to establish nesting territories. By June, 1953,

only an occasional bird was observed at the elevated

brush piles, in August, family groups again began to use



TABLE I.

REPRESENTATiVE OBSERVATIONS OF QUAIL AT ARTIFICIAL ROOSTS
DURTI4& ThIi WDcTER OF 1952-1953 ANI) THE FALL OF 1953.

- )1 .)4E .___ ru__

4'

3 34* 35 ?5 60 ** over200*

* Birds in nearby trees also counted.
** Warm weather, sharp dispersal of birds.

the artificial rooste, and by early September, greatly

increased numbers of valley quail were counted. The

successful nesting season.

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL HEQUIRE.ENTS OF THE VALLEY QUAIL

The Food Habits of Valley uail

1952, and September, 1953, an extensive collection of

plant specimens was made on t Madras project for the

Oregon State College Herbarium. This collection was

later used as an aid in determining the species of a

number of quail foods. Al? seed determinations were

checked by personnel of the college seed laboratory.

Vegetative parts were compared with available material



ber 15, 1955, furnished an opportunity for food analysis

of a limited number of valley quail crops. The food

samples were also supplemented by roadkiil specimens

taken in the winter months. 'ith the exception of three

birds which were collected in January, 1954, no specific

collecting program was initiated. Thus the number of

crops examined was necessarily snl1, which made the food

analysis only an indication of valley quail preferences.

After the quail foods had been separated and



made to aocu1ate It for weight determination.

The fooa items taken by quail were naturally

On the adraa area, it was quite interestiug to note



second, and the sunflower family, Compositae, ranked

third in importance.

It would be expected that available food on any

given area of quail habitat would be plentiful throughout

the summer and into the fall, provided that severe

drought did. not become too much of a factor. For this

reason, only fall, winter, and spring foods were

considered, In the fall, food was probably maximum in

quantity and nutritive value. It was believed, however,

that the vitamin content of the quail food became

progressively less as the season wore on, until the

successive spring stimulated the growth of new food in

the form of early spring annuals and perennials. The

importance of the early spring plants probably cannot be

overestimated because they unquestionably play a very

important role in supplying the necessary vitamin A and

protein for reproduction and health.

The necessity of vitamin A was demonstrated in a

laboratory experiment on bobwhite quail by Nestler et al.

in California (36, pp.l3l8). Th. observers found that

lack of vitamin A could be a direct cause of mortality,

especially when a sufficient storage supply had not been

built up in the bird's liver. Death struck from six days

to four weeks after the vitamin was removed from the diet.

Low intake of the vitamin in the diet of the spring
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in California and Nevada respectively have indicated that

breeding activity would not occur unless a sufficient
quantity of vitamin A was included in the diet (32, pp.218-
219 and 37, pp.3-5). Apparently the lack of vitamin A
arrests the development of the sex organs and in turn

depresses sexual activity. The usual source of the
vitamin in the spring is green vegetation. If severe
drought occurs, this source may be eliminated.

During the fall season, wheat with a weight
percentage of 42.6 per cent led all other food items by a

considerable margin. The general wide-spread planting of

this crop by practically every landowner on the Mad.rae

project undoubtedly contributed to the large amount of

this item in the diet. Cheatgrass seed was second in

importance under the grass family with a percentage of
7.7.

Legumes were second in family importance. White



clover made up 8.1 per cent of the fall seed items, but

contributed 15.1 per cent in green vegetation. Leiberg's

lupine and silky lupine were next in importance in this

family with percentages of 3.0 and 2.5 respectively.

White aid yellow aweetclover contributed 1.1 per cent by

weight.

The sunflower family was prominent because bull

thistle and prickly lettuce made up 7.0 and 6.1 per cent

of the diet, in that order. It was surprising to find the

flowers of rabbltbruab as a constituent of the crop

contents.

Animal foods were present in a haphazard manner, aid

no particular feeding pattern was established. Ants were

present in the largest numbers, while most of the otr

insects found occurred as single individuals. Apparently,

animal foods were not of any importance, unless an

occasional insect or arachnid provided some unknown food

element or unless they were eaten in large numbers by

young quail.

in the winter, the grasses again lad. all other family

groups in importance. Green vegetation in the form of

Zandberg's bluegrass surpassed the other crop contents in

importance by 10 per cent. 1uegrass made up 27.? per

cent of the crop contents by weight for this season.



Chsatgrass was second with 1'1.6 per cent, and wheat was

third with 14.0 per cent.

The legumes were again second in importance as a

family. Leiberg's lupine made up 18.2 per cent by weight,

while yellow sweetciover increased in Importance to 11.5

per cent of the crop contents. White clover was present

as a trace,

The geranium family, Goraniaeeae, became more impor-

tant than the Compositae when alfilerilla Increased in

quantity from .4 per cent to 4,5 per cent. Bull thistle

had dropped from 7.0 to 2.5 per cent by weight.

Spring Foods

From the limited number of crops examined, the

Indications were that spring foods were very different

from those of the fall and winter because the diet was

almo3t enrely of green vegetation. The aóed pods of

early spring annuals made up the bulk of the diet, while

Sandberg's bluegrass contributed only a trace. Ante were

scarcely indicated In the food bIts for this season.

The Water Requirement of Valley Quail

The larger popu1atone of valley quail on the study

area were found In areas where water or Irrigated land was

available at all times. Similar observations in other



TABLE II.

FOOD ITEM8 OF VALLEY QUAIL BY SEASON

*Bromus teotoruxu Linnaeus Cheatgrass 7.?
*cjjob1oa erusgalli (Linnaeus)

de Beauvais Barnyard Grass .8
*Secaie cereals rinnaeus Rye .2
*Panicum caffihilare Linnaeus Witchgraes .2
*Lolium multiflorurn Lamarck Italian RyeQrasa T
*Hordeui vulgare Lthnaeus Barley T
Featuca octoflora Walter Sixweeka Fescue T
Oryzopsis hyznenoldee (Roemer and

Schultiz Ricker Indian Ricegrass T
Polygonaceae *Polygonwn persicaria Linnaeus Ladysthumb 1.8
Chenopodiacea. Chenopodium leptophyliwn Nuttall Narrowleaf Goosofoot T
Axnaranthaoeae *Amaranthus albus Linnaeua Rough Pigweed .3

*maranthua g'aeoizans Linnaeua 8preadthg Pigweed .2
Cruciferae *Sisymbrium altissimum Linneous Tumblemustard 1.2

*Siaymbriuni off icina1 (Lirmasus)
Scopoli Hedgemustard T

Leguminosae Trifolium repens t4irmaeus White Clover 8.1
'Lupinus subvexua var. leibergil

Smith, C.P. Leiberg's I*iptne 3.0
Lupinue aericeus Pureh Silky Lupine 2.5
*Mejotus elba Dearousseaux White Sweetelover
*Meljlotus off icinalie (Linnaeus)

Lainarck Yellow $weetclover 1.1

*Introduoed species



TABLE II (continued)

Per Cent
Family Scientific 1ime Common Name by Weight

Leguminosae *Trifoliui pratense i4nnaaus Red Clover T
Geraniaceae *Erodiuin circitar1um (Linnaeus)

L'Reritier Alfilerilla .4
Loasacese Mantzelia albicaulia Douglas Ythite Stemmed Mentzelia .3
Onagraceae ii1obium paniculatum Nuttall Tall Annual billow-Herb T
hydrophyllaoeae Phacelia ramosiasima Juasisu Lon-Brancbed Phacelta T
Boragtheaoeae Liiinokia tesaelata Gray Fiddleneck .2

Kmsirkckia intermeiia Ferriald
nd Wiegan Coast Fiddleneck T

Scrophulariaceas Couthala parvitlora Douj1as Small-Flowered Collinsia T
Compositae 3aCirciuni vulare (Savi) Tenors Bull Thistle 7.0

*Lactuca searcola Lthnaeua Prickly Lettuce 6.1
hrIaothamnus nauseosus
(Pallas) Britton Rabbit-brush (Dry Flowers) .2

*Taraxacum efficinale Linnaeus Dandelion T
IagohyUa ratnosissima Nuttall Slender rtabbit-leaf T

Green getatioi
Granineae 3romus teotorum Linnasue Cheatgrass (Including Other

Green Vegetation) 1.2
Leguninosas *Trifoljum repens Linnasue thite Clover 15.1

Animal Food
Order Family
Araneida Spider
liomoptera CicaiIeilidae Grasshopper
Hemiptera Penttornidae Stink bug

Miridas Lygus bu
Coleoptera Chrysomelidac Beetle

*Introduoed species.



TLE II (continued)

Per Cent
Family Scientific Name Common Name by Weight

Lepidoptera - Moth (Larvae and Chrya1id)
Hymenoptera Forrnicoidea (8upertarnuly) Ants

.2
Thtal 100,0

Seed Items
Grsxttine a.

Cruciferae

Geraniaceae
Compositse
Green Vegetation
Gramineae
Le umi nos as

Winter (2 crops)

*Bromu8 tetorurn Linnasus Cheatrasa
4iTETum rulare Villare Wheat
Sisymbr1um altiasimum Linnasus Tumblemustard

*tepjciium perfoliatum Linrtaeus C1aspin Peppergraas
Lipinus &ubvexus var. 1,bergU

Smith, C.P. Leiberg's Lupine
*Melilotu3 ofictha1i (Linnaeua)

Lainarck Yellow Sweetciover
*Erodjum cireutartum (Linnaeue) Alt tierilla
*Circium vu1aro (Savi) Tenon Bull Thistle

1'7.6
14 0

1.0

11.5
4.5
2.5

Poa aecunda Pros]. Sandberts Bluegrass
*Trifolium peia Linnaeus White Clover T

total 100.0

*Introdueed specie$.



UJYABLE II (continued)

Per Cent
Family Scientific Nan Common Name by YeZght

8pr'th (2 crops)

Green Vegetation
Gramineae
Caryophyliaoeao
Cruc iferae
Poiemoniaceae

Animal food
Hymenoptia

Faa aecun Presi
*T!osteurn wibe11aturr Llrmaeus
*L)raba vernT1innaeus
Poleznoniuzn micranthum Bentham
Microsteris jlia (Douglas)

Greec,.e

Forinicoidea (Superfamily)

*Introduced Plant Species,

Sandberg's Bluegrass T
Jagged Chickweed
Vernal Whitlow Grass --
Annual Polemonium

Pink Microsteris

Ant
Total 100.0



areas have probably caused sportsn and biologists alike

to believe that water, in a free state, was an essential

factor in quail survival, desptte literature to the

contra?y. Grinnell, in California, (22, p.529), believed

that in the rainless and dewleas periods water was a

critical factor in the survival of young quail, and that

it had to be within 400 yards of the nest if the young

were to survive. Vorhies, however, in Arizona, (56,

pp.447-449), cited several instances of gambol quail,

Lophortyx gibelii Gambel arid scaled quail, Gallipepla

sguainata (Vigora), reproducing and thriving in areas which

were as much as two miles from water. It was his conclu-

sion that a slight amount of green plant material provided

sufficient moisture for health.

In order to settle the question, as far as the

California quail, Lophortyx ca1ifornj brunescens

Ridgway, was concerned, Sumner (53, p.193) removed all

water from a penned enclosure which held two pair of

quail. One brood was hatched, but no distress was

observed; however, it was noted that the green material

in the enclosure was being heavily used. The brood of

the second pair perished within ten days, apparently

because all of the green material within their reach bad

been eaten. It was significant to note that the first

brood of quail, observed by Sumner, survived into the



fail even though they had never receivedfree water.

On the study area, two coveys were observed for two

successive seasons in dryland areas which were nearly

two miles from any Imown water. During both years, young

were seen in July and August. It did not seem that water

was being supplied in the form of dew because none was

detected in this very dry area. The birds involved were

apparently just as healthy as quail from watered areas,

though their winter weights averaged slightly less. This

latter observation was believed to have been the result of

inferlor food conditions rather than unavailable water.

Moisture from sagebrush, rabbltbrush, perennial grasses,

and various £ orbs was apparently sufficient for these

birds. Insects were available in quantity, but wore

probably not used to any extent except by young birds. A

similar observation was made by Rsbm in the San Bernar

dino National Forest of California when he noted that

valley quail were in a waterless area (47, p.151).

The existence of valley quail in dry areas is

apparently widespread in Central Oregon, for according to

the local residents, valley queil populations ware

scattered over the study area long before irrigation

water was made available by the Deechutea Rier Project,

Several instances of quail existing in non-watered areas

were observed, but detailed observations were made only



on the above-mentioned coveys.

The occurrence of valley quail coveys in waterless

areas in no way implied that water development would be

useless in quail management. Quite to the contrary, the

use of the gaflinaceous guzzler (18, p.158) and water

developments have greatly increased quail populations in

California (19, p.155 and 50, pp.110-112). According to

the local residents on the adras area, the population of

valley quail greatly tncroaeed when irrigation water was

supplied.

The birds were observed to take water in the spring,

summer, and fall when it was available, and in the winter,

quail were observed to eat frost shortly after they left

the roost in the early morning. There was, therefore,

reason to believe that watered areas were probably

correlated with preferred habitat.

Weigit Cor!parisona Between 8exe

In order to make weight comparisons between sex, age,

and covey groups, valley quail weights were taken as part

of the winter trapping and banding program. Recordings

to the nearest gram wore taken in the early morning from

November, 1952, through February, 1953, in an effort to

include the critical winter months in which marked quail



mortalities were previouslj observed on the Madras area

(5, p.15). A total of 186 birds from five distinct

coveys were weighed.. When a particular bird was trapped

more than once In any one mOnth, the weight recorded for

that bird was the mean of these observations. When

comparisons were made between populations or coveys, the

mean computed for each covey included all observations

made during all months sampled.

Weight Comparisons of Adult Quail in All Coveys

A total of 40 adult males were trapped from all

coveys combined. The largest weight recorded for adult

males was 220 grams; the smallest weight was 170 grams;

and the sample mean was 197.80 grams. The number of

adult females weighed was 26. The largest fem is weight

recorded was 218 grams; the smallest weight was 184 grams;

and the sample mean was 198.00 grams. The sample mean

weights of adult males and adult females were very close

numerically--the mean for females being 0.20 grams

larger. Application of the "t test" revealed that this

sample difference was not significant at the 0.05 level

of significance (Appendix table A). Therefore, no sex

differences in mean weights were considered to exist for

adult birds.



Weight Comparisons of Juvenile uail in All Coveys

A total of 59 juvenile males were weIghed. The

largest bird taken in this group was 207 grams; the

salIest taken was 152 grams; and the sample mean was

188.46 grams. The number of juvenile females weighed

was 61. The largest Immature female taken weighed 218

grams; the smallest immature female weighed 161 grams;

and the sample mean was 184.84 grams. The sample mean

weight for juvenile males was .62 grams larger than that

for Juvenile females. The use of the "t test" indicated

that this difference was not significant at the 0.05 level

of significance (Appendix table B). Therefore, no sex

differences In mean weights were considered to exist for

juvenile birds.

Weight Comparisons between Coveys

A comparison of weights among the five quail coveys

was made because such procedure seemed to be a reasonable

test for evaluating the environments of the different

coveys as far as food conditions were involved. It no

significant differences could be found in covey weights,

there would be little reason to believe that food

conditions were different for any of the coveys. If the

eights in an overgrazed area were significantly lower
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expected to be at extremes in coveys 1 and 5. Covey I was

thought to have advantageous food conditions, while covey

5 was believed to have inferior food conditions. Coveys

2, 3, and 4 were thought to be using comparable habitats,

but their food conUitions were considered to decrease in

the order listed.

In covey 1, a sample of 15 adults was weighed. The

largest bird weighed 220 grams; the smallest weighed 191

grams; and the sample mean was 204.13 rame. In covey 2,

the weighed adults were 1 in number, The largest bird

weighed 216 grams; the smallest weighed 176 grams; and

the mean weight was 197.0? grams. In covey 3, a sample

of 13 adult birds was weighed. The largest bird weighed

208 grams while the smallest weighed 176 grams; and the

mean was 197.38. In covey 4, a sample of 13 adult quail

was weighed. The largest weighed 218 grams, while the



As wa be1ieve. would be the ease, the satnple means

of coveys I and 5 were at the extreme ends of the weight

classification. The sanpie mean of covey I was conaider

ably larger than the sample means of all other coveys,

while the sample mean of covey 5 was smaller than those

of all the other groups. The sample means of coveys 2, ,

and 4 were close numerically. Analysis of variance indi

cated at the 0.05 signifteance level the mean difference

in the population approached. significance. Use of "least

significant differencea' indicated at the 0.05 level that

only coveys laM 5 vro significantly different from

each other (Appendix table C. There was insufficient

evidence to determine whether or not differences existed

between the other possible covey compartsons

Weight Comparisons of Juvenile quail between Coveys

In covey 1, a sample of 29 immature quail weights

was taken. Th largest sample weight was 218 grams; the

smallest sample weight was 161 grams; and the sample mean

was 191.83 grams. The number of juvenile weight



was 201 grams, while the smallest was 168 grams; and the

mean weight was 185.23 grams. A total of 18 bircis was

weighed in covey 4. The largest bird weighed 198 grama;

the smallest weighed 170 grams; and the saple mean was

184.83 grams. Covey 5 was represented bya total of 20

weights. The largest was 20? grams; the smallest wa

170 grams; and the sample mean was 182.10 grams.

The juvenile birds when classified by coveys fell

into a pattern that was very similar to that of the adult

birds. As before, coveys I and 5 were at the extrems

ends of the weight classification. The sample mean of

covey I appeared to be greater than the means of other

coveys The sample means of groups 2, 3, and 4 were close

numerically, arid the mean of covey 5 was again less than

those for all other groups. Ana1ysa of the variance

indicated that at the 0.05 level of significance, the

population mean weights of all the coveys were not the

same. "Least significant differences" revealed that

coveys 1 and 5 were significantly different at the 0.05

level (Appendix table D). There were insufficient data

to determine whether or not differences existed between

any of the other coveys.



The belief that environmental differences in food

relationships were important factors in the cothition of

the valley quail on the Madras area seemed to be sub

stantiated. It was probable, however, that unknown

factors contributed to the differences in covey weights.

Weight Comparisons between Months

In order to substantiate the theory that food

quantity a quality were lowered as the winter season

progressed, weight comparisons between months were made

for adult and. juvenile valley quail. If food quality and.

availabIlity were a problem, then bird weights presumably

would reflect these conditions.



total of 13 adult birds was trapped. The largest weighed

210 grams; the smallest weighed 182 grams; and the mean

for the month was 190.69 grams.

Analysis of variance indicated that at the 0.05

level not all of the sample means were equal. "Least

significant differences" indicated that the sample

difference betweón the months of November and December,

1952, was significant as s the difference between

January and February, 1953 (Appendix table E). There were

insufficient data to conclude that there was any difference

between the adult weights for December, 1952, and January,

1953.

Weight Comparison of Juvenile Guail by Months

In November, 1952, a total of 53 sample juvenile

weights was taken. The largest weight was 219 grams; the

smallest weight was 152 grams; and the sample mean weight

for the month was 181.70 grams. For December, 1952, a

total of 53 sample weights was again taken. The largest

bird weighed 218 grams; the smallest weighed 162 grams;

and the sample mean for the month was 192.89 grams. In

January, 1953, the number of immature birds weighed was

33. The largest bird weighed during this month was 207

grams; the smallest immature quail weighed 173 grams;

and the mean was 189.36 grams. Pbs February weIghts of

juvenile quail were obtained from a total of 22 birds.
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The largest was 206 grams; the smallest was 168 grams;

and the mean sample weight was 181.55 grams.

Analysis of variance indicated that one or more

significant differences existed between the sample

juvenile weita by month. The greatest. differences in

the sample mean weights occurred between November and

December, 1952, and between January and February, 1953.

As with the adult birds, t'loaat aignificart difterenees

Indicated the difference between the means of November

and December was significant at the 0.05 level. The means

for January and February were also shown to be signifi-

cantly different at the saie level. The difference in

sample mean weights between iecember and January

approached significance at the 0.05 level, but there was

insufficient evidence to conclude that they were

different (Appendiz table F).

The analysts of the adult an juvenile sample weights

seemed to indicate that lack of sufficient food either In

quantity or quality was the cause f weight changes, In

both adult and iature valley quail, weights increased

from November, 1952 to December, 1952. In the case of

the adult birds, the weight gain was believed to have

been due to an abundant food supply.. The increase in the



weight of immature birds during the period was probably

the result or the normal processes of growth and the

abundant food supply. In the adults, little difference

was noted between December and January. Food was believed

to be plentiful until the first of the year, at Which time

quantity and quality probably began declining. Between

December, 1952, and January, 1953, the juvenile sample

mean weights dropped to a lower level instead of oontinu

ing to Increase. Bad food conditions not been a factor

In valley quail weights, the weights of juvenile birds

would have been expected to converge 5lowiy with weights

of the adults. The mean weights of adult and Immature

quail both dropped in February, 1953.

The highly significant differences between the sample

weights of January and February in both adults and

juveniles was believed to have been the result of poor

food. conditions Available food supplies were thought to

be at their lowest yearly level at this time. The

subsequent growth of spring annuals in Iarch and April,

1953, seemed to be the source of necessary food elements

which enabled the valley quail to reproduce effectively.

Full adult weight in young quail was not believed to

be attained until the birds were about one year old, This

observation was in complete accord with that of Sumner in

California, who noted that adult weight was not reachad



until the beginning of the second year of life (53, p.

249). Williams in New Zealand, however, did not believe

that a full year was required for the birds in that

location to attain adult weight. He thought that three

to four niontha was a sufficient length of tIme (58,

pp.4764?7). A constant nutritious food supply available

to quail in New Zealand may have bean responsible for

Williams' oonelusion,

In the winter weight observations on the Madras area,
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!etght of ested Food Material

period, and the differences between the starting and

ending weights, presumably caused by focal elimination,

were considered to be the weights of food matter contaIned

within the bird's body. The birds studied were wild,

trapped during the period of February through AprIl, 1953,

from various covey areas in conjunction with other

studies. The quail were released In their resident covey

locations after the 24 hour holding period. The crop

contents of these birds at the beginning of the obsorva

tions varied from being very full to being practically

empty. Because weight variations of from 2 to 1? grams

were recorded in 4 instances when quail were rotrapped on

successive days, this particular study was carrie4 out In

order to ascertain the probable limits of weight f1uctua

tion which were due to differences in the amount of

ingested food.

Food content was believed to be a source of error

which should be closely regarded if weight comparisons

were to be made of birds taken by different sampling

methods or at different times during the day. For



observed quail displayed considerable hunger activity by

picking at minute particles of' soil and exereta which were

not thoroughly cleaned from the holding pen floor. The

birds showed extre. fear when they were aproached, and

they made many attempts to flush from the1r confined

area; but when food was placed before the quail, fear

reactions disappeared. The birds concentrated on feeding

and apparently disregarded the fact that they were being



watched from a distance of only three feet.

Weight-Loss Observations on Starved Valley Quail

Aa data was being athared on the influence of crop

contents on the weights of valley quail, it became

apparent that the birds continued to lose weight rapidly,

even after the crop and intestIne content& had been

passed off. The foregoing observation stimulated the

idea that perhaps this continued rapid weight loss under

artificial starvation might give a clue as to what would

occur if the food of the valley quail was unavailable

under packed snow and ice. The experimental starvation

period was therefore prolonged.

In April, 1953, two groups of valley quail,

designated as A and B were wild trapped and held for a

54 hour starvation period during which weight recordings

were made every 6 hours. Group A contained five birds

which received neither food nor water. Group B contained

four birds which received no food but bad a continual

supply of water. Minimum temperatures during the starva-

tion period varied from 16° to 21° F, and the maxism

temperatures ranged from 530 to 640 F.

Mannerisms and distress actions of these birds were

recorded. Particular attention was paid to hindering the

birds from picking up their own waste by thoroughly

scraping and cleaning the holding pens after each series



of wsihings. The greater part of the weight lost in the

two populations of this study during the first 24 hours

was considered to be caused by Lecal elimination. Weight

lost during the remaining 30 hours of starvation was

believed to be mainly from tissue and metabolic water.

Population A, which received rio water, lost a mean



71

(Appendix table G).

Fecal matter found in the holding pens after 24 hours of

starvation consisted mainly of whitish urine and watery

discharge. By the time 48 hours had passed, the birds

had ceased their usual attempts to flush when they were

observed from close range. Movement occurred only when

a hand was placed inside the holding pen; however, those

birds which had no water appeared to be in a more

destitute condition. Both groups of birds spent much time

huddled together as If chilled; they fluffed out their

feathers, and stood In the sun when It was possible.

When the starvation period was discontinued, water

was given to the quail which had been without it. Their

thirst was evident for they spent much time drinking.

Yellow cracked corn, a food which the birds had never

seen, was provided to both groups. Tha quail showed

difficulty in eating the large pieces, but the smaller

ones were taken, though not too avidly. Grit, in the form

of crushed granite was accepted by the birds as were sweet

clover leaves and rye seedlings. Clover screenings, which

consisted of ladino clover and numerous weed seeds were

then given, and food consumption immediately became rapid.

A seed. mixture of wheat, rye, and barley was also eaten.

Five hours after the al1ey quail had been given food,
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1952. An immature male was seen 'protecting11 an immature

female from other young birds of both sexes in a covey of

several family groups. Both birds were well advanced

toward their adult plumage, but their immaturity was

easily recognzabie by their brown scapular feathers.

The covey was watched from close range as it moved down to

an irrigation canal for water. The young male would rush

at any young bird which came within three or four feet of

the young female; and he would scold loudly with explosive

single noted calls, which have been described as "squill"

by Sumner (53, p.203). The immature male would then run

back to his temal rind show very fond attentions by

pointtng out choice bits of food and grit. Then he would

again chase the other young birds away. Adult birds

showed no notice of the young male's antics and

disregarded him completely. While it was believed that



these young quail were not sexually mature, it was riot

known whether maturity or sexual stimulation had to be

attained before a nato was chosen. Other observations

which caused contusion in this regard occurred when

various coveys would fly to the vicinity of the artificial

roosta just before roosting time. Quite often, if the

covey split before it landed on the ground, there would

be calling back and forth between individuals of the

parted covey. The calling quail would run in a converging

direction until they met. Invariably they would be a male

and female. These birds would then move back to one of

the covey segments. Another action which caused wonder

was the usual tendency f or male and female quail to fly up

to the roost in pairs. Another occurrence which prompted

surprise was that three pairs of birds which wore held in

the holding pen at the research quarters mated with the

same individuals for two succeeding years. insufficient

data were avalab1e, however, to prove that this was not

merely a chance occurrence.

In the spring, fighting and acts of pugnaciousness

were not observed until after many of the birds were

definitely paired. it seemed reasonable to assume that

some of the quail were stimulated sexually before others.

If this were true, then, the earlier birds, probably

adults, would have no trouble in pairing, and conflict



Covey Break

During the spring of 1953, while repeated counts were
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a warm day occurred, and one of the roost1n counts

changed from eeventy'.five to forty-three birds in a single

day. That same week, a second covey dropped in number

from sixty-one to twenty-two, and a third covey decreased

in a similar fashion. By the first of May, winter concen-

trations could not be found, and for the most part only

paired birds were seen.

The call of unmated male birds, described as "cow"

by Sumner (53, p.201), first heard in mid April. It

increased in tempo until the end of the month at which

time unmated males could be readily observed perched in

conspicuous places. Lone males could regularly be seen or

heard calling well into June. These unsuccessful males

apparently did not become discouraged easily because the

last of these calls was not heard until mid July.

Nes ti

Evidence of nesting was first observed on April 30,

were not seen until June 22, 1953, a period of 52 days

after first definite nesting was observed. In May, 1953,
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accidents, or predation. Since 23 days were required for

incubation (23, p.529 and 49, p.3?), nearly a full month

would have elapsed between initial laying ez. incubation

time if the first nests were incubated. There was also

the po8sibility that the fea1e quail were stimulated to

continue laying rather than to begin setting. In any

case, the sprIng broods of 1953 were later and larger than

the broods of 1952.

For the two nesting seasons under observation, the

latest hatch observed was that of a brood of day-old

chicks recorded on September 2, 1952. Other young bie

were seen £ro time to time throughout the late eunier.

The later broods probably represented second and third

nesting atte31pts.

NestIn Sites

The nests of the valley quail were so well hidden



of the nest could not be determined, but it appeared to be

the case as far as the penned birds were concerned. One

feuiale built her nest in a corner of the penned enclosure

which was easily observed. The bird in question Very

neatly lined her nest with both green and dried grass. An

egg was laid on the same day that the nest was built, and

a second egg was laid on the second day. Thereafter, it

was not possible to count the eggs, because the female

quail pulled grass stems down around the nest, making it

difficult to observe, and also making it appear much like



the riets found ifl the wild.

As the grass continued to grow, it became impossible

to see the hidden ega from any angle. Later, it became

apparent that this nest had been abandoned, The closed

canopy of grass was parted, and 17 egzs were revealed.

One successful wild nest that was under observation

in the 1953 season was either the result of multiple

nesting, or the parent female was highly productive. The

nest was first located on July 14, 1953. It contained 4

norna1 sized quail eggs plus one peweo, or under-

developed egg. It was visited again six days later on

July 20 at hIo1i tine 13 eggs were noted. On July 31, It

was again observed and 16 eggs were found. It was fortun

ate that the nest was visited on August 13 because the

eggs were in the process of batching on that date. LA

afternoon check at this nest indicated that all of the

norzaal sized eggs were fertile, though one of them failed

to hatch which nrnde the brood size 14 In number. since

23 days were required for batching, It was clear that

incubation had started about July 21. In order for one

bird to complete this clutch of 16 egss in so short a

tine, a consistent number of two eggs per day would hare

had to be laid, and ordinarily, the valley quail is given

credit for the ability to lay but one eg each day (23,

p.527). Several observations have been made of more than



one bird laying in a single nest, but there were

insufficient data to prove in this case that it was the

work of one oz' of several females. The second successful

nest observed contained thirteen eggs, all of which were

fertile. This neat was located over one-fourth mile from

any Imown water.

displayed was amazing. It therefore seemed worthwhile to

present the activity whiàb took place during the first day

of life of the quail chicks which were hatched at the

research headquarters. Since the two broods acted In the

same manner, they were included as one observation even

though they hatched two weeks apart. Three broods were

observed as they came off the nest (one wild, two penned).

One penned brood came off the nest at 8:30 a.m.; the other

came off the nest at 10:30 a.m.; the wild brood left the

nest at 9:30 a.m.

When the young birds first left the neat, the adult

quail were very attentive, especially the female. She

chose a sunny spot and seemed anxious to brood the chicks,

while the male elevated himself and stood guard. The

chicks were very wabbly at first, and tumbled with every

few steps. They appeared to pick at small food particles

on the ground, but did not go more than one foot from the



female bird. both adults occasionally called softly to

the young chicks, and. the female occasionally gave a soft

throaty sound which was much like that of a broody barn

yard hen reassuring her young.

As the day progressed, the chicks seemed to gain in

strength, and were seen to run about and do considerable

scratching. In the afternoon, a turkey vulture flew

overhead at a considerable height, but the adult male gave

a warning call which sent the female scurrying for cover

with the young ones close behind her. The family remained

motionless and did not venture into the open again until

the male called them. It could not definitely be stated

that this response to the warning call on the part of the

young chicks was due to instinct rather than imitation of

the female.

The adult male showed Increased attention to the

young birds on the second day, and was seen several times

to brood them. Sometimes he stood beside the female and

aided her in brooding the young, and at other times, he

warmed the young while the female stood guard. No

pugnaciousness was shown toward English sparrows which

fed in close proximity to the young birds, but an unmated

male valley quail which flew to the top of the enclosure

was severely scolded and lashed at through the wire. As

this latter belligerent action took place, the female and
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Sentinels

After pairing had taken place and the winter covey

had begun to disband., the normal secretiveness, which had

been displayed by the valley quail throughout the winter,

was discarded. The males then became very bold. Up to

this time, both sexes had been loath to leave protective

cover, except for food, but at this season, the mal. could

be seen perched above his mate while he watched for

enemies in the form of predators or unmated male quail.

In the few observations that were made, the male bird

was seen to advance to the nest with the female during the

period that the eggs were being laid. When this took

place, the male bird usually concealed himself a few feet

from the nest and waited for the female to complete her

task. Both birds then walked away from the ne8ting site,

and the male directed his attention to pointing out bits
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all sentry duty ceased, and the quail apparently took a

midday rest.

It appeared that the sentinel duti on the part of the

male continued until the chicks were between six and seven

weeks old. Thereafter, the guard duty became less

consistent and finally ceased entirely. At times, both

males and females were seen perched on top of a brush

pile, when the birds were in winter coveys, but this

seemed to be more of a chance occurrence rather than

further sentinel activity.

Injury Feigning

Sumner in California (83, p.221) mentioned one case

of a female quail feigning injury, and he cited another

case in Oregon that was reported by Bendire (3, p.29).

On the study area, three cases of feigning display were

noted. One was by a female which was flushed from her

nest at hatching time, and the other two were baervations

of male birds, one of which was penned.

The female bird ran frori her nest and squatted a few

yards away. She fluttered

distress cry which sounded

had been caught. The bird

of the penned male bird, a

the enclosure and had diff

the pen. It was therefore

her wings and gave a peeping

much like a young chicken that

then flew away. In the case

young chick bad escaped from

toulty finding its way back into

caught in order that it could



display, but it served the aane purpose. A small covey

of quail were flushed in January, l95, and all of the

birds flew away except for one male which appeared to

have difficulty flying. lie seemed to have a rapid wing

beat1 but apparently could not coordinate his efforts into

swift flight. The bird slowly flew to a tree a few yards

away and contInually gave warning calls. When this quail

was approached again, be remained in the tree until it

seemed as if he might be caught. Then the bird, in a

laboring fashion, flew to another tree in the opposite

direction from that taken by the main covey. When he was

approached the third time, he took flight with the swift-

ness of a normal bird.

Intolerance



with no apparent antagonism except where the extra female

was concerned. Both sexes of the mated birds pecked at

her whenever she came near them, but the most severe

treabnent was received from the mated females. This

harassment continued until an unmated wild male, which had

been trying to get into the quail enclosure, was trapped

and placed with the penned birds. All intolerance stopped

immediately, and it appeared that the female was accepted

by the other quail as long as she was mated.

The four pairs of quail v:ere left in the holding pen







explosive calls of "squill", and would run or fly at the

intruding, unmated bird. No conflict between mated pairs

'was observed, though eases of this may have occurred.

Quite often, however, it was possible to observe several

pairs feeding together in the morning and afternoon during

the nesting season. This seemed to indicate that no

conflict existed between satisfactorily uated birds.

and Z2. Ratios

Samples of birds for ascertaining sex and age ratios



1.03 females, or 96.72 juvenile males to 100 juvenile

females. Therefore, the sample sex ratio of tmmature

birds approached the 1 to 1 ratio that would be expected.

when the number of males and females in the population is

equal. The sample of adult birds contained 40 males and

26 females. This gave a ratio of 1.54 adult males to

1 adult female or 153.85 adult males to 100 adult females.

When juvenile and adult birds were considered together, a

sample ratio of 1.14 males to each female or 113.79 males

to 100 females resulted. The sample sex ratio of the

combined age groups was somewhat less than the 133 males

to 100 females obtained by WIlliams (58, p.473) in New

Zealand for the valley quail. It approached the sample

sex ratios of 112.2 males to 100 female2 obtained by

Emlen In California (8, p.92), the 113 males to 100

females obtained by Schwartz in Rawali (48, p.55), and the

interpolated figures of 115 males to 100 females obtained.

by Sumner in California (53, p.247).

There was no reason to suspect that any statistically

significant difference should exist between the numbers of

imaature male arid female quail, and use of the 'chi-square"

method of analysis showed no such difference. When this

method of analysis was applied to the sample of adult

birds, the difference in numbers of males aid females

approached the 0.05 level of significance rather closely,
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but the difference could not quite be declared significant

at this level. A larger 8ample of birds would probably

have resulted in a significant difference at the 0.05

level.

Other evidence suggested that adult males outnumbered



Glading in California (17, p.261), they would not be

exposed to thi8 added danger; and would, therefore, be

expected to exist in larger numbers. The slight excess

of !ialeS would probably be to the advantage of a monoga-

mous species because every female, except in rare cases,

would have a chance to mate.

ct Comparisons

During the hatching seasons of 1952 and 1953, records

were kept of the number of chicks in valley quail broods

seen on the study area. This was done in order to

provide a comparison between the brood sizes of the two

seasons. In relating the results of the two years, the

only counts of young used were those in which it was

believed that every individual chick had been counted.

\ben the completeness of a brood count was questionable,

it was not used. Only valley quail which were believed to

be less than four weeks old wore considered.

The majority of the complete counts were obtained by

driving along an unimproved road and watching for adult

quail in the early morning or in the late afternoon.

When adult birds were seen at the side of the road, the

car was stopped about 100 yards away, and the birds were

watched through 7 power binoculars with 50 millimeter

objective lenses. If a brood were pmsent, the adults



whether all of the young birds bad been observed.

In the 1952 season, 16 broods totaling 15? chicks

were counted. The average number of young pdr adult pair

The importance of a successful quail breeding year
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FIgure 6. A wild v1ley quail chick approximately two days old.



iIlu3trated when hunter-success data for the 1953 quail

season on the study area wøre tabulated. Of the 206

quail checked, 170 were juveniles while 36 were adults.

This made a sample age ratio of 472.2 young to 100 adults

indicating that juvenile quail were probably dominant in

the 1953 fall population to the extent that most of the

individuals were birds of the year. It was ramotely

possible that young quail may have been less wary and

therefore easier to shoot than birds of the older age

groups.

Predation of a game btrd species such as the valley

predacioua species are nn.ich more beneficial than they are

harmful The red. tall hawk is an example. Errington

(11, pp.3'72374) has mentioned that there will be losses



quite noticeable, but was probably at no time excessive

during 1952 and 1953. In addition to reports furnished by

local farmers, sixty individual cases of predation were

examined. In a few instances, identification of the

predator was possible by observing the characteristics of

the kill. Occasionally the actual act was observed, but

a large proportion of the kills remained unidentified.

Noticeable predation took place in the individual quail

coveys in the fail and winter months. At times the

reduction of quail could be attributed to bird movement

from areas of insufficient food, but generally, predation

appeared to be the answer.

Probably no predaclous species is wholly dependent on



When the quail wore in large concentrations, they

little difficulty obtaining a meal in this situation.

Following Is a re'suml of predators wbich are known or

suspected of causing at least occasional rnortality to the

valley quail on the st.4y area. Scientific and coon

names were recorded as listed by baIley In Mammnal

Life Zones of Oregon (1, pp.1-416) and aabrielson and

Jewett in Birds of Oregon (16, pp.1-650).

Mountain Coyote

In the past few ars, mountain coyotes, Canis

latrans bates Merriam, have boon rigidly controlled by

poisoning campaigns in which Fish a Wildlife Service



predator control agents used sodium fluroacetate (lO8O).

The few animals which remained in the Madras area at the

time of the s tudy were not suspected of being important

to the survival of quail. Since the removal of the

coyote, many local farmers have considered the desirabil-

ity of bringing the coyote back to help control the

increasing rabbit and rodent problem on their lands.

Domestic Dog

A number of domestic dogs, Canis familiaris Lirinaeua,

Arizona Weasel

Although only one Arizona weasel, Mustela lorgicauda

arisonensis (learns), was seen on the study area, tracks

were often found near rim-rocks. Few of these animals

were believed present on the area, and they were not

regarded as being important predators on quail. The

weasel was thought to be primarily beneficial as a control

on small rodents.

California Badger

The California badger, Taxidea taxus neglecta Mearns,



was abundant in Central Oregon. It nay have caused nest

desertions while it hunted for rodents, or it may at times

have taken the eggs and young of quail. It undoubtedly

did a great deal more good. than harm as far as quail were

concerned by elininating some of the rodent competItion.

It appeared to be very valuable as a predator on the

Douglas's ground squirrel, a decided enemy of the valley

quail at nesting time.

Snake River Valley Raccoon

The presence of Irrigation water has increased the
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These animals probably were at times very beneficial

in the taking of rodents, snakes, and other marauders of

quail nests. in late April, 1953, it was noted that

raccoon reduced the magpie population by destroying the

young in four nests which were located in juniper trees

along was teways.

Great aain Spotted kUnk

Sino only the small civet cat or great basin spotted

skunk, Spiloale gracills eaxatilis Merriam, was found in

the Madras area, predation was believed to be limited,

and was probably confined to nests. On one occasion,

however, a female quail lay dead in one of the quail

traps. er head had been eaten, and there was an

unmistakable odor of' skunk. The regular diet of these

forms was reported to include mainly insects and rodents

(1, p.l4).

Rocky Mountain Bobcat

in Central Oregon, the valley quail were frequently



band and the plastic tag which bad beeii used to mark

quail. On another occasion the feathers of a ringnecked

pheasant were found in a bobcat feces. Considerable

trouble was caused by the bobcats when they chose to visit

the quail traps which ware in operation for banding

purposes. A total of 10 quail were lost and one trap was

torn apart by the actions of this form. Food habit studies

in California have indicated that the bobcat lives on

rodents and rabbits to a large extent. This mazal was

probably not a severe predator on quail (29, pp.527-538).

Douglas's Ground Squirrel

Douglas's ground squirrel, Citellus beocheyj.

douglasli Richardson, has proved to be of great Importance

as an egg predator. Stanton in Western Oregon (51, pp.1-

74) and Horn in California (7, p.59) have presented

conclusive evidence that these rodents exhibit a harmful
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Figure 7. A bobcat feces containing the remains of
a tagged valley quail (note the plastic tag).



Domestic House-Cat

Althoug2 the house-cat, Fells catus Linnaeus, has

been exonerated in the food habit studies that have been

made In the Wiflamette Valley of Oregon, and elsewhere

(39, pp.1-98), It was thought to be more harmful than the

other mammalian predators on the Madras project, with the

possible exceptIon of Douglas's ground squirrel. In

December and January, snow often remains on the ground for

a week or more. At this time, many local farmers feed

quail in their farm yards, and the birds become quite

tame. Concentrations of over 100 birds have been reported

in past years at such feeding stations. When the birds

move into the farm yard, old tabby may not be as innocent

as he appears to be. Many times bou8e-cata have left

tell-tale clues to their activity on front lawns. Their

habit of eating such meals In hiding often minimizes the

evidence. The nocturnal habits of the3e creatures make

them adept at oatching rodents and ground roasting birds.

When quail choose to roost on the ground, they are

vulnerable to such depredation.

Of two wild broods of quail hatched at the Madras air
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of 13 klungarian partridges also was severely depleted by

house-cats in the same area. Several attempts were made

to relieve the situation, but the wary cats escaped.

Yellow Bellied Marmot

The yellow beilted marmot, Marmota flaviventris avara

Western Goshawk

The western goshawk, Astur atricapilus (Wilson), mai

bó expected in the Madras area from mid October to late

March. It is ordinarily. found in the coniferous areas

where it is a predator on the grouse and other birds.

When cold weather begins, it may move into the lower areas

where it causes damage to barnyard fowl and game birds,

Fortunately, these raptors are not abundant because their

ability for killing ía well known. One adult male was

collected on February 2, 1953, and young of the year and

other adults were seen fr time to time on the study

area.



Sharp-Shinned Hawk

The sharp-shinned hawk, Accipiter yel velox

(Wilson), the smallest of the acoipitera, is probably as

vicious and pugnacious as any of the birds of prey on the

area. It appears to enjoy making its kill and carries

out this practice much like the Cooper's hawk. It flies

from place to place, a few feet above the vegetation,

until it locates its quarry. If ensuing dIves do not

produce results, the sharp-shin may pursue its prey on

root. On February 9, 1953, the activity of a sharp-shin

was being watched as It harassed a covey of about 40

quail. The quail were very skillfully using sagebrush and

rabbit brush as escape cover. The hawk made several darts

at the covey which hurried to the opposite side of the

brush. This activity continued about two minutes. The

members of the covey then noticed that they re being

observed and took flight. The sharp-shin easily overtook

a female which realized her plight and dIved into a

brush pile. The hawk flew In after her and a moment later

the cries of the quail revealed plainly what had taken

place. Later examination showed that the hawk had illed

the prey by pressing its talons through the muscles and

bones of the back. Apparently only the female sharp-shin

is large enough to take quail. The size of the male bird

usually restricts it to smaller sized prey.



FIgure 8. A tagged valley quail, killed arid eaten by a sharp-shinned hawk.
(Carcass in non-typical condition)

0



Cooper's Hawk

Only three Cooper's hawks, Accipiter cooperi

(Bonaparte), were seen in the Madras area, but in two of

these observations, the hawks were harassing quail,

Sumner in California (53, p.237) has listed this bird as

the most destructive of the quail predators. Fortunately,

readent of the study area, for they are very adept at

western Red-Tailed Hawk

In eleven of the nests of the western red-tailed

hawk, Butea borealis calurua Cassin, which were checked

in areas of good quail habitat, none were ever found to

contain quail. On one occasion, an unidentified chick,

presumably that of a shore bird, was found in a red-tailed

hawk nest, but no other birds were found. It was possible

to check one of the nests 12 times in order to record the

food items brought to the hawklets; the only items found

were rodents, rabbits, and snakes.

On two occasions, once in the fall of 1952, and once

in the winter of 1952-1953, adult red-tailed hawks were

seen eating ilungarian partridges. The previous research

assistant, James Mohr, mentioned seeing one of these hawks

with a valley quail in the winter of 1951-1952. The



8wainson' Hawk

Those who kill the Swainson1s hawk, uteo swainsoni

Marsh Hawk

The role of the marsh hawk, Circus hudsonius (Linnae-

us), as a predator on game birds is not conipletely

understood. Its diet indicated that it would take aiost



Prairie Falcon

Another of the raptors capable of taking quail with

little effort is the prairie falcon, Fa1 mexicanus

Schlegel. Its food habits probably lead it to the capture

o larger or different types of prey. Predation on quail

by this falcon was not witnessed.

Western Pigeon Rawk

According to Gabrielson and. Jewett (16, p.205), the

western pigeon hawk1 Falco eojumbarius bendirel. Swann, is

only an occasional migrant through Oregon. Where this

falcon occurs on its niigratory flight, it undoubtedly

takes quail because it is very adept at killing and

holding its prey. No positive identifications of this



bird were made on the study area; however, one was

collected at Rood River, Oregon, in 1951, and one near

Corvallis, Oregon, in November 1953.

Pacific Borned Owl

was the finding of the foot and leg bones of a quail

strewn among some ow]. pellets on October 10, 1952. AU of

the other pellets examined contained the bores and fur of

rodents and rabbits, except f or one other occasion when

the foot of another owl was contained in a pellet. Two

horned owl nests were examined in the spring of 1953.

Both contained the feathers of hen pheasants, and one

contained a meadow lark's remains. A horned owl found

one of the artificial roosts to his liking, and was

flushed from it several times during the winter of 152-

1953. The valley quail refused to use the roost until

the owl had been removed.



American Magpie

The American nmgrie, Pica pica htdsonta (Sabine),

American Raven ar4 Western Crow

American ravens, Corvus corax sinuatus Wagler, and

Snakes

Three snakes were conmiori in the Madras area, the

Pacific rattlesnake, Crotalus viridis oresnue Roibrook,

the yellow bellied racer, Goluber cori8trictor marmon
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Baird and Girard, and the great basin gopher snake,

Pituophis catenifer deserticola Steineger. No direct

observations of predation were noted; however Pierce in

California (44, p.62) lists the rattlesnake as a predator

on mountain quail, and Bent (4, p.76) records the actions

of this form at a valley quail nest. The yellow bellied

racer was often seen in areas where quail were abundant.

The importance of this form as a nest and chick predator

may be quite great. Gorauch in Arizona (21, p.75)

reported one observation of this genus attacking an adult

gambel quail. Several instances: of nest predation by the

bull snake have been recorded in California (26, p.75 and

34, p.6). One land owner mentioned killing a large bull

snake which had partly ingested a pheasant chick. T

bull snakes which were collected contained only small

rodents.

Ants

No evidence was found of ants causing nest mortality.

Gorsuch in Arizona (21, p.76) and Enilen in California

(6, pp.9586) listed them as mortality factors. There is

no reason to suspect that they do not cause some losses,

especially in the drier regions of the study area.
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Unidentified Predation

As was mentioned above, the bulk of the predation

which was examined could not be attributed to a specific

mammal or bird. When the remains of predator kills were

fou, they usually consisted of a few feathers or

perhaps only wing tips. Occasionally, typical sbarpshin

hawk kills could be found in the lower branches of trees.

These usually had severed heads and. consisted of feathers

and bones which still hung together by skin and cartilage.

In mid August, l95, a mass of egg shell fragments

Accidents

Accidents during the l9521953 period of observation
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appeared tobe a continual source of valley quail

mortality on the Madras study area. A total of fifteen

accidental deaths were recorded throughout the fall a

winter, although no particular emphasis was made in sóarcb

of such events. They were recorded whenever they were

found. The most serious cause of accidental deaths

appeared to be from road kills, with 12 quail known to

have been killed from this cause. An additional 3 birds

died frQ such accidents as being stepped on and flying

into fences. On January 7, 1953 an immature male quail

was trapped which bad. apparentll flown into a barbed wire

fence or some other sharp object, for its crop had been

partly torn open. it seemed to be healing, but the bird

was obviously weak, The weight of the bird was only 144

grams as compared to the average of 189 grams for other

juvenile quail during that month.

While the bulk of the recorded accidents occurred

from September, 1952, through March, 1953, there was no

reason to believe that young and old birds alike did not

die throughout the summer from mishaps of various origna,

especal1y by passing traffic. Through the hot summer

months, the period of time that a road kill remained

recognizable was from a few hours to two or three days

depending upon the size of the victim or whether the bird

was a chick or an adult. The chance of finding road
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accidents at such times would be negligible unless

particular effort was made to search for them. Then too,

jiTY:j 1i tJ - iT'

11.) (1Z'I:tI .t.II:kI. L.1bI!

disappear in a short time from the effects of intense

beat, as well as scavengers.

The actual importance of the mortality from accidents

probably existed only in particular coveys:. POr example,

6 road kills were found at various times in one covey area,

but more deaths of that type probably occurred there. A

highway bisected the covey range, and the quail Involved

often were seen to cross over it. In the case of this

group of valley quail, ahaps with passing traffic were

believed to be the most serious limiting factor to the

covey's existence. Other birds near roads which were

seldom traveled probably suffered minirn mortality from

road kills, arid accidents were probably confined to an

occasional collision with a fence or sharp object.

MIshaps from flying Into stationary objects were believed

to have been the result of predator harassment.

Unlawful KIlling

Poaching of valley quail on the study area took place

In the form of illegal bunting and trapping mainly In the

winter months. WhIle evidence of shooting usually
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occasional dead bird which was found from time to time,

it was not believed that such activity seriously depleted

the quail population on the study areas. Poaching on

ringneoked. pheasants may have been more of a problem

because sonie local farmers openly £dniitted that they shot

the latter birds whenever they bad the chance.

In every known case but one, poaching mortality of

quail was detected from circumstantial evidence, but on

November 4, 1952, an actual case of illegal quail hunting

was observed. The violator's bag consisted of 5 female

quail.

Only from talking with farmers who were interested in

aras ites

Time and available facilities limited parasite

studies to those involved with valley quail blood. While

species of ectoparasites and endoparasites ma have



Figure 9. A group of five female valley quail taken by a game violator, f-I
I-i
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existed in large numbers, they ware mainly disregarded

because there vras not sufficIent time to give thorn proper

treatment, Of the 186 valley quail which were trepped in

the five covey areas and the additional 9 which were

taken from other coveys, all were hurriedly examined for

external parasites, but only biting bird lice of the order

the quail examined.

Doctors E, M. Dickinson and J. L. Welbe]. of the Veterinary

sampled or 13.68 per cent were infected with a blood

parasite of the cenus Haemoproteue Krtse, bird malaria.

It appeared likely that the parasite species was

liaemoproteus lophortTx O'Roke which has been recorded in

California as a possible mortality factor (40, p.230 and

24, p.299). Unfortunately the protozoan species had not

been confirmed at this writing. It was interesting to

note that louse riles of the order Hlppoboscidae, the

vectors of bird malaria, were not found on examined valley

quail. The insects could have been easily overlooked,

but it was also possible that the hippoboscid flies were

not present at the time the quail were checked because

Sumner in California (53, p.244) recorded them on quail

only between July 29 and October 7, 1933. On the Madras



area, no birds were checked before November, 1952, and

none were checked after mid April, 1953.

A second blood protozoan of the genus Leucocytozoon

Danilewsky was also found. The prepared blood slides w*z'e

still being studied at this writing and the number of

slide samples indicating Leucocytozoon was therefore not

available. As far as is known, blood protozoans of this

genus have not previously been recoxed in valley quail.

Weather Conditions

Weather conditions were believed to be among the most

dynamic determinants of valley quail populatIons on the

study area. When severe, a. large number of quail were

annihilated; but with fortuitous timing, conditions ware

created which were so advantageous that the results in

population increase were nothing short of phenomenal.

Both extremes in valley quail population, as influenced

by weather, occurred under the surveillance of personnel

from the Wildlife Research Unit during the years from

1949 through 1953.

The fa.11 of 1949 found valley quail In such large

numbers that they were recalled by the local populace as

numbering in the thousands. The winter or l949495O was

very severe, and snow completely covered the ground for'

long periods. In January of that year, crusted snow



covered the ground for eighteen consecutive days. The

coldest temperature was -31° F, and freezing temperatures

occurred throughout the entire month (55, p.29). The

following spring, Glen Carter, research assistant during

the 1950-1951 period, found the remains of over 500 dead

quail cramped in rock crevices along one canyon wall where

they had apparently tried unsuccessfully to find food and

shelter, Other small groups of quail skeletons were found

in juniper trees where the birds were believed to have

been frozen as they roosted. (5, pp.15-16).

The kill was apparently wide spread because in the

spring of 1950 valley quail populations on the Madras

project were estimated to number only a few hundred mdi-

viduals, where fltbousadS?t had been the estimate the

previous fall. Gallinaceous and passerine birds alike had

died in great numbers. It was quite clear that starvation

was the main factor in the decimation of the quail;

however, the intense cold was probably the iimediate cause

of death.

Tribe, working in Utah with valley quail in 1937,

recorded similar winter observations to those of Carter.

He reported that one adult male quail, in good condition,

was found. frozen solid under three inches of snow. The

bird had apparently died as a result of a cold snap. A

female, in fair condition, was found frozen where it had



roosted in a box elder tree. In the case or the former

bird, the crop was filled with winter wheat and other

acceptable quail foods, while the latter's crop contained

a 1are amount of grit but little actual food material.

The crop contents of the female bird would clearly indi-

cate that malnutrition was probably taking place. Other

dead quail, reported by local townspeople to Tribe,

were found on the shores of a large fresh-water pond, aid

additional birds were found dead in willow trees (54,

pp.14-15).

Local farmers who were consulted regarding the winter
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yards were fairly close together. These birds also picked

up leaves and seeds around hay and straw stacks, an.i quite

a 1are number roosted on harvesting equipment that was

stored in sheds. Some birds, which were located i coveys

apart from farm buildings wore fed by local sportsmen, but

many of these quail died. Quite often the bIrds were

beyond help when food was put out for them, consequently

they died even though their crops were full.

Road-kills were exceedingly numerous because the

birds went to the hIhways to pick up seeds which fell

from transport trucks and gravel which was applied to the

roads for traffic safety.

It does not follow that cold temperatures alone would

cause a severe die-off in a quail population. If that

were the case, similar winter kills would have occurred in

other years when cold temperatures approaching that of the

1949-1950 season, were indicated, The starvation study

mentioned on page 69 rather conclusively 8hOWOd that

valley quail must have a continual food supply in order to

maintain their body weight and health. Leopold (30,

p.262) supported this conclusion when he mentIoned that

four to six foodleas days would kill a tat (bobwhite)

quail in cold weather.

The winter of 150-1951 was cold, but snowfall did

not remain for long periods. No winter loss Of quail was



observed. The spring batch of 1951 was successful, and

quail numbers increased markedly. The winter of 1951-1952

was not as cold as the foregoing winter, but snow reIned

long enough that very large winter concentrations were

built up. Farm yards ware again plentifully supplied with

quail, and some starvation may have occurred in limited

areas, although none was reported. The spring of 1952 was

somewhat ury, and no great quantitie8 of spring vegetation

were produced. The spring quail crop began to batch with

fair numbers, but unseasonable rains were believed to have

caused sce mortality in young quail. The average number

of quail young was somewhat less than what was believed to

be normal. The winter of l952-l95 was very mild. snow-

fall was light, few birds visited farm yaras, and no

winter kill was observed. The rainfall was nearly double

the yearly average of 8.80 inches. Consequently, range

vegetation did very well, and aing food was plentiful.

aIl did not leave the large concentrations as early as

they did the previous year. Nesting occurred somewhat

later during 153. 8pring rains continued up to mid June

which caused observers to predict poor game bird hatches.

The rains ceased abruptly in mId June and a Law days later

the first quail young were seen. arlter broods probably

1. of exposure The broods appeared to be much larger

i those of the previous year, and the 1953 quail



definite effect on valley quail populations, but the

degree of benefit or harm seemed to be largely a matter of

chance. Several hypothetical weather oondition could be

mentioned which might be entirely beneficial, entIrely

harmful, or an intergradation between the two extremes.

Winter lose could be augmented by general conditions which

preceded the severe weather, such as a dry summer which

would produce very little food In the form of range crass

and weeds. This, supplemented with a long snow period,

would produce an added loss by starvation. if food were

scarce, It would be to little avail for the bird to

scratch through deep snow. If food conditions were good,

scratching through snow would probably produce food.

Similarly, a comparatively dry spring followed by rains

at the height of the hatching season might reduce the

population. A wet spring which cleared up at hatching.

time might provide for substantial production by

conditIoning the adult birds with essential food elements

as it appeared to do in the spring of 1953. The effects

of a iiild winter might be canceled out by an adverse

spring, while the reverse might also be true.

A bird in good condition would probably be able to
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stand cold temperatures much better than a bird in poor

flesh. 8uch poor condition might be caused by disease or

a food shortage. Since food was belIeved to be at its

minimum in quantity and quality In the late winter, a bird

would naturally be at an Increased disadvantage If a

prolonged snow or cold snap were to Occur at that season.

This report is the result of an ecological study of

the valley quail in the Madras area of Central Oregon from

July 1?, 1952, to September 10, 1953. The birds involved

were believed to be from a successful introduction of wild

stock trapped in Jackson and Josephine Counties, Oregon,

and liberated on March 7, 1914, by the Oregon Fish and

Game Coise Ion. These birds have since spread widely

over the study area and have come to occupy most of the

available habitat. Food and cover seemed to be the

prinry concern of the quail because sorno were observed

during all seasons of the year in areas where free water

was not believed to be available.



significantly less than those from a moderately grazed

area. There were no significant differences between the

sample mean weights of adult males (197.80 grams) and

adult females (198.00 grams) or between sample mean

weights of juvenile males (188.46 grams) and juvenile

females (184.4 grams). Weight fluctuations by months

occurred and were believed to be due to the quantity and

quality of available foods. Weight of both adults and

juveniles reached a winter mazam in early December and

then began to decline. Significant dttterences existed

in the sample weights between November and D.ceer, 1952,

and between January and February, 195, in both adult and

juvenile quail.

The mean weight of ingested food was deteined by

holding 57 quail for 24 hours without food or water.

The mean weight lost during this period was 18.05 grams.

The 95 per cent confidence limits were 16.87 grams and

19.24 grams. Quail held for 54 hours without food lost

weight very rapidly, but the presence or absence of water

apparently had no effect on the weight curve This

experiment illustrated quite clearly that starvation might

take place quickly it no food ware available.

coveys for a blood parasite study in which two protozoan

genera were fount. liaemoproteu5 Xruse, bird malaria,



Infested 13.68 per cent of the birds sampled.

cocytozoon Danilewaky was listed as being present.

Sex ratios for the winter of 1952-1953, which were

taken from trapping records of 186 quail, appeared to

favor the males, but there were Insufficient data to make

this a definite conclusion, The ratio of total males to

total females was 113.79 to 100. Adult males to adult

females resulted In a ratio of 153.85 males to 100 females.

Juvenile males to juvenile females resulted in a ratio of

96.72 males to 100 females.

Movements ranging up to one and one-fourth miles were

noted In the spring when the winter coveys dispersed. In

the fall and early winter, covey range was not observed to

extend over one-fourth mile from the roosting area. Late

winter movements were believed to be caused mainly by a

lack of suitable food.

The grass family, Gramiriese, made up the large8t

amount of fall and winter foods. in the fail, wheat

groats were found in greater auantlties than other foods,

but In the winter, Sandberg's bluegrass made up the

greater part of the diet. in the spring, the seed pods of

early spring annuals were observed to replace other foods.

Some causes o decrease in valley quail numbers were

considered. These included predation, poaching, accidents,

parasites, and weather conditions. Favorable weather was



believed to have resulted in a general population increase

in 1953 over 1952, as exemplified by brood count

comparisons for the two years. A mean of 9.8 chicks per

adult pair was recorded for 1952, while a mean of 14,6

chicks per adult pair was recorded for 1953.
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Statistic Symbol Males Females

Sample Mean 197.80 198.00

Standard Deviation a 11.?'? 8.75

Sample Size n 40 26

Standard Error 1.86 1.72

"t Value t o.O8

Degrees of Freedom df 65

TABLE B.

WEIGHT COMPARISONS OF JUVENILE QUAIL IN AL COVEYS

Statistic Symbol Males Females

Sample Mean 188.46 184.84

Staxard Deviation a 11.36 11.37

Semple Size n 59 61

Standard Error 1.48 1.46

"t" value t 1.75

Dereea of Freedom dt 120



TABLE Ca

WEIGHT COMPARISONS OF ADI3LT QUAIL BETWEEN C0VE

Statistic Symbol Covey

1 2

Deaination
3 4 5

Sample Mean 204.13 197.0'? 197.38 196.?? 192.27

Sample Size n 15 14 13 13 II

Degrees of
Mean Square Freedom

Between Coveys 240.20 4

Within Coveys 104.20 61
2.05

WEIGHT COi(iPARISONS OF JUVENILE Q.UAIL BETWEEN COVEYS



WEIGHT COPARISOi OF ADULT CJAIL BY MONTHS

Statistic Symbol Month

November December January February

Sample Mean 3.94.70 202.35 20O.9 190.69

TABLE F.

WEIUI3T COMPARISON OF JUVENILE QUAIL BY MONTHS

Statistic Symbol Month

November December Januaz7 FebruaDy

Sample Mean 181.70 192.89 189.36 181.55

Sample Si ze n 53 53 33 22

Degrees of
Mean Square Freedom F

Between Coveys 1388.22 3

Within Coveys 122.72 157

11.312



TABLE G.

WEIGHT COMPARISONS OF STARVED QUAIL WITH WATER (A)
MW WITHOUT WATER(B)

Statistic Symbol Group A Group B

Sample Mean i 18.60 17.75

4 Standard Deviation s 3.21 4.12.

Sample Size u 5 4

Standard Error 1.44 2.06

"t" Value t 0.34

Degrees of Freedom at 7

BROOD COUNT COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 1962 AND 1953 SEASONS

Statistic Symbol 1952 1953

Sample Mean 9.8 14.6

8tazard Deviation 4,10 4.50

Sample Size ii 16 18

Standard Error 1.03 1.06

"t" Value 3.25

Degrees of Freedom at 32




